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1 Abstract: 

 Software development has improved a lot in today’s world. It is possible today to have 

web-based, dynamic and user-friendly management systems of any business entity. However, the 

complexities that software engineers deal with is creating a software that needs to be changed 

constantly according to the business needs. So, the software must be easy to change and 

maintain. This document describes the development of a web-based athletic management system. 

This software will be used by the athletic department of Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane. The 

software will webify and automate all the features needed by the department rather than using 

paper to manage it. This report will go through all the lifecycle of creating this software. It will 

also show the current and future work of the project.  

Keywords: Web-based, Management System, Software, Athletic Department. 
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2 Introduction 

 A management system of an athletic department of a University could be complex to 

implement. The staff of the department should be able to manage all the recreational sports 

activities, games, results, statistics, leagues, sports, etc. First, the athletic department should 

manage which players belong to what teams, which coaches belong to what teams, which player 

captains what team. Moreover, teams participate in leagues and tournaments which means staff 

also must manage which teams participate in which leagues. Second, the staff must manage the 

athletic facilities. Meaning, what facilities are offered on campus and which facilities are only for 

official teams and which ones are open to all the students. Furthermore, the athletic department 

should offer the students a way to reserve the facilities. As you can see, developing this 

management system could be a daunting task. There are two ways to manage this department: 

The first is using pen and paper and the second one using software to automate the process. [1] 

 The first approach of using paper and paper requires the staff to manually record all the 

data about sports teams, players, coaches, captains, facilities and the shop. Also, the reservations 

of the facilities should be done manually on paper and with the physical presence of the students. 

Moreover, it will require hand-registering athletes and teams. Sharing this written record will 

require typing it, photocopying it, and sending it by email. This is the approach that the athletic 

department of Al Akhawayn University is using currently.  

 The second approach is having a web-based management system that will automate and 

webify all the features that are needed by the athletic department. External users to AUI will 

have access to see the news, the players and their statistics, the teams, contact information, watch 

live games of AUI, and look at the shop items. The students of AUI will have all the above plus 
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the ability to reserve facilities. Finally, the staff of the athletic department will have administrator 

access to manage the system. This is the approach that my project will implement.  

3 Steeple Analysis 

Social: The athletic management system will have a huge social impact on the athletic 

community at AUI. It will help all student athletes stay connected to each other, with 

their coaches, and with the athletic staff as well. Also, it will make it easier for AUI 

students to reserve the facilities to play sports and connect with each other.  

Technological: This website is implemented using ASP.net one of the latest technologies 

for creating dynamic websites. The technology used enabled the implementation of a 

maintainable web-application that is supported by many platforms and adaptable to 

mobile phone and tablets.  

Economic: The athletic department will save some of costs by using this web 

management system. They won’t have to use papers and photocopying anymore. 

Moreover, they won’t need the human resources that used to manage these papers in the 

old approach. They can focus on other tasks.  

Environmental: The athletic department won’t need to use paper anymore. All the 

management will become webified.  

Political: The application has no direct political implications. 

Legal: The web Application will not violate any law. All the technologies and tools used 

have their licenses.  

Ethical: All the information about the student athletes will stay private and stored in the 

database of the university. Personal information will not be available to third parties.  
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4 Methodology 

Being the president and member of the Student Athletes Council (SAC) for 4 

years at Al Akhawayn University enabled me to understand the system and all the 

requirements of the Athletic Department. Moreover, I had the opportunity to have weekly 

meetings with the council and the director Mr. Adil Kamane to gather all the 

requirements and get them involved throughout the development process.  

The Methodology chosen to implement this project is the incremental model in 

which each iteration passes through the requirements, design, coding and testing phases. 

And each subsequent release of the system adds function to the previous release until all 

designed functionality has been implemented [2]. It was chosen for the following 

reasons: 

- Time Constraint, the project needed to be implemented in roughly three 

months and the incremental model helps generate software quickly. 

- It is flexible and easier to change requirements and scope in the middle of the 

process. 

- This development involves the customer throughout the process.  

- Such model is more suitable for web applications which is my case. 

Since I will develop my project in successive increments, I will tackle the highest 

priority requirements first. I will keep on building partial systems successively until I 

produce the final total system. I will proceed as follows: 

Requirement Analysis: Collect the requirements and specifications of web 

project through weekly meetings with the SAC and the Athletics Director As well.  
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Design: In the design phase, I will use UML Diagrams to better represent and 

illustrate the design of my project. 

Code: In this stage I will implement my software and I will use refactoring as it is 

highly recommended by the incremental method. 

Test: Once a subsystem is implemented, it will go through the testing phase. [3] 

 
 

Figure 1: Picture Illustrating the Incremental Model 

5 Requirements Specification 

 AUI LIONS Management System will be implemented according to the needs of the Athletic 

Director Mr.Adil Kamane. This phase is all about gathering the information about the 

functionalities needed by the department. The information was given to me during meetings with 

him and the SAC. I had both written explanations and oral ones: the written ones were the 

documents that the department used in the old approach to manage the department. These forms 

include information about players, coaches, games, titles, statistics, and many more. My job is to 

digitalize and automate the process.  
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5.1 Feasibility Study 

 AUI’s Athletic Department still rely on pen and paper to manage their activities. 

Therefore, the new approach that I am developing can be really beneficial for them as it 

will automate all their processes. In the old approach, they had to make players fill out 

paper forms to gather information about them. Moreover, these forms were kept in a 

database of physical folders in the athletics office. This approach has high risks of losing 

document and mixing them. And it makes it very hard to search for information. As you 

can see, this approach can be extremely slow and inefficient. The new approach will be a 

web-based management system that all AUI Students and anonymous users can access. It 

will automate the process and minimize the risks of losing information. All the 

information will be stored in a SQL Server database that is well protected and secured.  

 In terms of cost, my project won’t cost me nothing. I will use the database resources 

of the university and open source technologies to implement my software. However, this 

system should be highly secured and available all the time as it will contain sensible 

information about coaches, players, etc. It should be reliable all the time as daily tennis 

and soccer reservations will be done through this website. Additionally, another risk that 

I have is the time constraint as I have roughly 3 months to implement my project.  

 From this analysis, I can conclude that my project is feasible. With the help and 

guidance of my supervisor Dr.Hamid Harroud, I can achieve all the requirements of the 

Athletic Department. I have a clear idea about the project and I believe I can turn it from 

idea to reality.  

 

5.2 Technology Enablers 
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 As I’ve mentioned before, all the technologies that I used are open source and the 

database used is provided by the university. Here is the list of technologies used:  

Table 1:Technology Enablers 

Technology Description 

 

    Asp.net webforms is a ASP.net web application 

framework that is included in Microsoft Visual Studio. 

Webforms are pages that can be written using a 

combination of HTML, client-script, server controls, 

and server code. 

 

    Microsoft SQL Server is a relational database 

management system. It is not open source, but I had 

access to it thanks to the university resources 

 

Internet Information Services is an extensible web 

server created by Microsoft for use with the Windows 

NT family. IIS supports HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, FTPS, 

SMTP and NNTP. 

 

C# is an object-oriented programming language that 

was created by Microsoft. It is the most used language 

in the .NET Framework. I chose to program with this 

language because it is known to be very powerful, 

simple and Type-safe.  
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5.3 Schedule: 

The table below shows the tasks performed during the process of implementing this project 

with the duration and dates of each task.  

Table 2: Capstone Schedule 

Week Dates Tasks to Be Performed 

1 28/08 – 04/09 -Project Selection 

2 04/09 - 11/09 -Initial Specification 

3 11/09 – 18/09 -Feasibility Study 

 

4 - 7 

 

18/09 – 09/10 

-Gathering Requirements 

- Design and Analysis 

-Interim Report 

8-11 09/10 – 30/10 -Implementation 

 

12-13 

 

30/10 – 13/11 

-Testing 

-Finalizing the App 

-Final Report 

14-16 13/11 – 27/11 -Project Defense 

-Finalized Report 

 

5.4 Functional Requirements: 

 All the functional requirements expressed by the client are shown in the tables below. 

They are separated into 4 parts: Anonymous user functional requirements, students functional 

requirements, Admin functional requirements and staff functional requirement. 
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5.4.1 Functional Requirement1: Student Login 

Functional Requirement Students and Administrators and Staff shall be able to 

login. 

Input They shall enter their username and password 

Output If the ID and the password are correct, they will be 

redirected to admin home page, student home page, or 

staff home page according the user role.  

Exceptions If user enters wrong username or Password, he/she shall 

get an error message. 

If student does not fill in a username or password, 

he/she shall get an error message.  

 

5.4.2 Functional Requirement2: View Players 

Functional Requirement Students and external users shall be able to view players 

by season for each team. 

Input Students and external users shall choose the season in 

the dropdown list. 

Output The players that have the dropdown list criteria shall be 

displayed in a result table.   

Exceptions If user does not choose season, the players of latest 

season shall be displayed 

 

5.4.3 Functional Requirement3: View Coaches 

Functional Requirement Students and external users shall be able to view 

Coaches by season for each team. 

Input Students and external users shall choose the season in 

the dropdown list. 

Output The coaches that have the dropdown list criteria shall be 

displayed in a result table.   
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Exceptions If user does not choose season, the coaches of latest 

season shall be displayed 

 

5.4.4 Functional Requirement4: View Games 

Functional Requirement Students and external users shall be able to view games 

by season for each team  

Input Students and external users shall choose the season in 

the dropdown list. 

Output The games that have the dropdown list criteria shall be 

displayed in a result table.   

Exceptions If user does not choose season, the games of latest 

season shall be displayed. 

 

5.4.5 Functional Requirement5: View Titles 

Functional Requirement Students and external users shall be able to view titles 

by season for each team 

Input Students and external users shall choose the season in 

the dropdown list. 

Output The titles that have the dropdown list criteria shall be 

displayed in a result table.   

Exceptions If user does not choose season, the titles of latest season 

shall be displayed. 

 

5.4.6 Functional Requirement6: View Title 

Functional Requirement Students and external users shall be able to view titles 

by season for each team 

Input Students and external users shall choose the season in 

the dropdown list. 

Output The titles that have the dropdown list criteria shall be 

displayed in a result table.   
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Exceptions If user does not choose season, the titles of latest season 

shall be displayed. 

 

5.4.7 Functional Requirement7: View Statistics 

Functional Requirement Students and external users shall be able to view 

statistics by season for each team 

Input Students and external users shall choose the season in 

the dropdown list. 

Output The team statistics that have the dropdown list criteria 

shall be displayed in a result graphs with corresponding 

tables 

Exceptions If user does not choose season, the statistics of latest 

season shall be displayed. 

 

5.4.8 Functional Requirement8: View Upcoming Games 

Functional Requirement Students and external users shall be able to view 

Upcoming games. (Games that are still not played)) 

Input Students and external users shall click on the menu Item 

upcoming games. 

Output The games that are not yet played shall be displayed in a 

result table.   

Exceptions If there are no upcoming games, are message must me 

displayed saying that there are no upcoming games. 

 

5.4.9 Functional Requirement9: Watch Live Games 

Functional Requirement Students and external users Shall be able to watch live 

games. 

Input Student and external users shall be able to see the games 

that are live and click on watch. 
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Output The game that user clicks on shall be streamed to his/her 

screen.   

Exceptions If streaming has problems, a message shall be displayed 

to the user. 

 

5.4.10 Functional Requirement10: Fill in the Med-Saharan Sign-up  

Functional Requirement External users Shall be able to fill-in the electronic sign-

up sheet of the Med-Saharan. 

Input External users shall fill in all the textboxes required.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

sign-up sheet was filled in successfully.  

Exceptions If external user does not fill in some criteria correctly, 

an error message must be displayed. 

If external user does not fill in the textbox and clicks on 

submit button, an error message shall be displayed. 

 

5.4.11 Functional Requirement11: Reserve Tennis Court 

Functional Requirement Students Shall be able to reserve tennis court 

Input Students shall enter the tennis court number (1 or 2) and 

choose the time slot. 

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

reservation was successful.    

Exceptions If student does not fill in a textbox and clicks on reserve 

button, an error message shall be displayed. 

If the time slot is already taken, a message shall be 

displayed. 

 

5.4.12 Functional Requirement12: Reserve Soccer Field  

Functional Requirement Students Shall be able to reserve soccer field 

Input Students shall enter the soccer field number (1 or 2) and 

choose the time slot. 
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Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

reservation was successful.    

Exceptions If student does not fill in a textbox and clicks on reserve 

button, an error message shall be displayed. 

If the time slot is already taken, a message shall be 

displayed. 

 

5.4.13 Functional Requirement13: Apply for Tryouts 

Functional Requirement Students Shall be able to apply for tryouts 

Input Students shall enter the team he/she wants to apply for 

and fill in the textboxes required (ID, Name, semester, 

position, previous experience) 

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

Signup was successful.    

Exceptions If student does not fill in some criteria correctly, an 

error message must be displayed. 

If student does not fill in the textbox and clicks on 

submit button, an error message shall be displayed. 

 

5.4.14 Functional Requirement14: Add player 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to add players 

Input The administrator shall enter information about the 

player (Id, name, semester, team, position, statistics) 

and click on the add button.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

player was added successfully.    

Exceptions If the administrator does not fill in some criteria 

correctly, an error message must be displayed. 

If the admin clicks on submit button without filling in 

criteria a message shall be displayed. 
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5.4.15 Functional Requirement15: Delete player 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to delete a player 

Input The administrator shall select the Id of the player who 

will be deleted.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

player was deleted successfully.    

Exceptions No exceptions.  

 

5.4.16 Functional Requirement 16: Update player 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to update players 

Input The administrator shall select the Id of the player whose 

information will be modified. Then modify the 

information and click on modify button.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

player was modified successfully.    

Exceptions If the administrator does not fill in some criteria 

correctly, an error message must be displayed. 

If the admin clicks on submit button without filling in 

criteria a message shall be displayed. 

 

5.4.17 Functional Requirement17: Add Coach 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to add Coaches 

Input The administrator shall enter information about the 

Coach (Id, name, Years of experience, team, position, 

statistics) and click on the add button.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

coach was added successfully.    

Exceptions If the administrator does not fill in some criteria 

correctly, an error message must be displayed. 

If the admin clicks on submit button without filling in 

criteria a message shall be displayed. 
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5.4.18 Functional Requirement18: Delete Coach 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to delete a Coach. 

Input The administrator shall select the Id of the Coach who 

will be deleted.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

coach was deleted successfully.    

Exceptions No exceptions.  

 

5.4.19 Functional Requirement 19: Update Coach 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to update coaches 

Input The administrator shall select the Id of the coach whose 

information will be modified. Then modify the 

information and click on modify button.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

coach was modified successfully.    

Exceptions If the administrator does not fill in some criteria 

correctly, an error message must be displayed. 

If the admin clicks on submit button without filling in 

criteria a message shall be displayed. 

 

5.4.20 Functional Requirement20: Add Game 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to add Games 

Input The administrator shall enter information about the 

game (Id, Opponent, date, time, location, score) and 

click on the add button.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

game was added successfully.    

Exceptions If the administrator does not fill in some criteria 

correctly, an error message must be displayed. 

If the admin clicks on submit button without filling in 

criteria a message shall be displayed. 
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5.4.21 Functional Requirement21: Delete Game 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to delete a game. 

Input The administrator shall select the Id of the game that 

will be deleted.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

game was deleted successfully.    

Exceptions No exceptions.  

 

5.4.22 Functional Requirement 22: Update game 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to update games. 

Input The administrator shall select the Id of the game whose 

information will be modified. Then modify the 

information and click on modify button.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

game was modified successfully.    

Exceptions If the administrator does not fill in some criteria 

correctly, an error message must be displayed. 

If the admin clicks on submit button without filling in 

criteria a message shall be displayed. 

 

5.4.23 Functional Requirement23: Add Title 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to add titles. 

Input The administrator shall enter information about the title 

(Id, Name, location, season, performance) and click on 

the add button.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

title was added successfully.    

Exceptions If the administrator does not fill in some criteria 

correctly, an error message must be displayed. 

If the admin clicks on submit button without filling in 

criteria a message shall be displayed. 
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5.4.24 Functional Requirement24: Delete Title 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to delete a title. 

Input The administrator shall select the Id of the title that will 

be deleted.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

title was deleted successfully.    

Exceptions No exceptions.  

 

5.4.25 Functional Requirement 25: Update title 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to update titles 

Input The administrator shall select the Id of the title whose 

information will be modified. Then modify the 

information and click on modify button.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

title was modified successfully.    

Exceptions If the administrator does not fill in some criteria 

correctly, an error message must be displayed. 

If the admin clicks on submit button without filling in 

criteria a message shall be displayed. 

 

5.4.26 Functional Requirement26: Add Team Statistics 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to add Team Statistics 

Input The administrator shall enter information about the team 

stats (Id, Goals Scored, Goals Conceded, etc) and click 

on the add button.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

title was added successfully.    

Exceptions If the administrator does not fill in some criteria 

correctly, an error message must be displayed. 

If the admin clicks on submit button without filling in 

criteria a message shall be displayed. 
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5.4.27 Functional Requirement27: Delete Team Statistics 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to delete Statistics 

Input The administrator shall select the Id of the Stats that will 

be deleted.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

title was deleted successfully.    

Exceptions No exceptions.  

 

5.4.28 Functional Requirement 28: Update Team Statistics 

Functional Requirement The administrator shall be able to update Team Stats 

Input The administrator shall select the Id of the stats whose 

information will be modified. Then modify the 

information and click on modify button.  

Output The system shall display a message confirming that the 

stats were modified successfully.    

Exceptions If the administrator does not fill in some criteria 

correctly, an error message must be displayed. 

If the admin clicks on submit button without filling in 

criteria a message shall be displayed. 

 

5.5 Non-Functional Requirements 

5.5.1 Product Requirement 

5.5.1.1   Usability 

▪ The system should have a user- friendly interface that is understandable and easy 

to use. Also, websites GUI shall use the famous colors of AUI which are white 

and green. 

5.5.1.2   Efficiency 

▪ The program shall not allow more than 10 times failure per year.  
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Moreover, the system shall not take more than 10 seconds when loading.  

▪ The system should have a lot of memory space because it will store all the  

leave information of thousands of employees in Morocco. 

5.5.1.3   Dependability: 

▪ The website should work in all platforms 

5.5.2 Organizational Requirements 

5.5.2.1   Development 

▪ The system shall be implemented using ASP.net MVC, c# and linked to and SQL 

SERVER Database.  

▪ The system shall be delivered before the 11th of August 2017. 

5.5.2.2   Operational 

▪ The system should follow the standards of the company. 

 

5.5.3 Legislative Requirements 

5.5.3.1   Privacy  

▪ The system should not share any of the player’s and coach’s confidential 

information. 

5.5.3.2   Safety 

▪ The system should not harm any of its users. 

5.5.3.3   Security 

▪ The administrator is the only user that will have access to the systems data  

and the database. 
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5.6   Use case Diagram 

The Use-Case diagram is a UML Diagram that will help to better illustrate the functionalities 

of the system, the actors of the system, and the relationships between the actors and the use-

case. Because of the considerable number of use cases and actors, I split my use case into 

two parts: First one shows anonymous users and Students, and the second one shows 

Administrators and Staff. 

 

Figure 2: External User and Student Use Case Diagram 
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Use Case Diagram for Staff and Administrators 

 

Figure 3: Admin and Staff Use Case Diagram 

 

 In the use-case diagram above, Admin inherits from Staff which means that Admin also 

has all the functionalities (use-cases) of Staff. 
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6  Software Architecture 

As mentioned in the technology enablers, my application uses the ASP.net framework 

and Internet Information Services (IISExpress). This approach has many advantage, for 

example: Separation of presentation and code, component based development, event driven 

architecture, and many more. The way ASP.net execution works is through a set of HTTP 

requests and HTTP responses. First, the web browser of the clients’ request ASPX pages. 

Then, the server executes these ASPX pages and comes up with HTML, CSS, and 

JAVASCRIPT. [4] 

 

Figure 4: Illustration of ASP.net Execution 

 Concerning the ASP.net Architecture, All the clients in the web browser communicate 

with the ASP.net using IIS. Then, IIS is responsible for Decoding and authenticating the 

request when needed. If the settings of the application allow anonymous users, IIS won’t 

conduct any authentication. Also, IIS looks for the resources requested by the users and 

returns the appropriate resource if the client has authorization of course. The Image below 

illustrate the architecture. 
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Figure 5: ASP.net Software Architecture 

7 Design and Analysis 

7.1 Entity Relationship Diagram  

Since I have a big number of tables in my Entity relationship diagram, I splited it into two 

significant parts: The login ERD and the Management System ERD. The following picture 

illustrates the Login ERD Diagram. I used the ASP.net Membership Schema which is a 

service of the ASP.net Framework. It provides a highly secured login using, coockies, roles, 

profiles and sessions. 
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Figure 6: Login ERD Diagram 

 As you can see we have two tables that host the user account information which are 

aspnet_membership and asp_net Users. Also, the tables aspnet_roles and aspnet_usersinroles are 

responsible for storing information about roles. The application table shows how user accounts 

are partitioned across multiple Applications and which roles are implemented in which 

applications. All these tables will be explained in detail in the implementation section.  
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Manage System ERD 

 

Figure 7: Management System ERD 

 The figure above shows the ERD of the AUI Athletic department management system. 

As you can see, it contains table of (Players, coaches, games, titles, statistics, med Saharan, 

facilities, etc). The ERD was implemented based on the requirements given to me by the Mr. 

Adil Kamane and the SAC.  

7.2  Sequence Diagram: 

The Sequence diagram is very important one as it shows the workflow of events. More 

precisely, it shows interactions between objects over a period. The figure below shows the 

sequence diagram of the authentication workflow. 
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Figure 8: Login Sequence Diagram 

 

 The figure8 Below illustrates the flow of interaction of administrator Adding a player. 
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Figure 9: Add Player Sequence Diagram 

The figure9 below also shows the flow of sequential interactions when an Administrator Deletes 

a player. As you can see it shows both cases of successful deleting as well as unsuccessful one. 

 

Figure 10: Delete player Sequence Diagram 
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 The sequence below illustrates the sequence of interactions between the administrator 

and the website objects when he/she updates a player’s information. 

 

Figure 11: Update Player Sequence Diagram 

7.3 Deployment Diagram 

In this section, I will try to illustrate how the software and the hardware components of 

this project work together. There are three main devices which are: The webserver, the 

Database Server, and the UserClientPC. Then, we also have three major software artifacts 

which are: Microsoft SQL SERVER 2016, ASP.net web application, and finally webforms. 

The deployment diagram below in figure11 shows how these software artifacts and the 

hardware nodes interact with each other. 
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Figure 12: Project Deployment Diagram 

As you can see, the webserver communicates with the user client devise through 

HTTPrequests and HTTPresponses and it also communicates with the DBserver through the 

.net Framework. User Client Device contains a device which is the browser and that browser 

displays the webforms artifact. The webserver device contains the ASP.net web application 

artifact. Finally, the DBserver device contains the Microfot SQL SERVER software which is 

a relational database.  

8 Implementation 

As I have mentioned before in the system architecture, the project is implemented using 

the ASP.net webforms framework. ASP.net webforms is responsible for executing code on 

the server side, accessing the database, managing dynamic pages, and provides higher 

security as well. As you can see, it offers more services then the Traditional Web Pages 

which is only responsible of static HTML, images, styles, and simple operations. [5] Also, 
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this framework splits the code into two main parts: The .aspx and the .aspx.cs. To explain, 

the .aspx file contains the HTML implementation and all the GUI components. On the other 

hand, the .aspx.cs file contains all the logic of that page. Moreover, the software is 

implemented using the five base components of ASP.net.  

- Web Forms: Responsible for delivering the User Interface. 

- Web Control: Controls such as button, textbox, label, calender, etc. 

- Code Behind: Responsible for the server-side implementation. 

- Web.config: Holds all the configuration of the application. 

- Global.asax: Responsible for the application level event handlers. [5] 

I will illustrate all these implementations in screenshots and further explanations. The screenshot 

below shows the .aspx file of the master page.  

 

 

Figure 13: Illustration of .aspx File 
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As you can see, the .aspx file carries the HTML implementation of the page and all the 

visualization components. It doesn’t contain any logical components of the page. Now, let’s look 

at an illustration of the .aspx.cs file. The screenshot below shows the .cs file the master page. 

 

 

Figure 14: Illustration of .cs File 

 As Figure13 shows, the .cs file contains only the C# code which implements the logic of 

the page. This file could be implemented either Visual Basic or C#. To conclude, ASP.net has 

the big advantage of separating the logic for the visualization. It keeps the code well structured 

and easy to implement.  

 The web config file is a major part of the project implementation. It is responsible for all 

the event handlers of the application. It enables you to apply configuration settings for many 
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features of the application; for example, user authentication, compiler options, debugging, 

connection strings, etc.  The figure below illustrates the web config of my application.  

 

Figure 15: Web Config File 

8.1  Login Implementation 

As this website will be used by Al Akhawayn University athletic department, I had to 

implement a highly secured login. I used the ASP.net Membership Provider. This feature 

offers a built-in way to check user credentials in login. Moreover, it handles roles, 

profiles, cookies and all the necessary features to have a secure login. The figure below 

shows the configuration in the web config to enable the forms authentication. [6] 
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Figure 16: Membership Configuration 

 Membership provider implements role-based logins. This application contains four roles: 

Administrator, Student, Staff and anonymous. Each role has a specific page with specific 

functionalities. For example, administrators have access to manage the tables and no other users 

should have access to this page. In membership provider, a web config file is created specifically 

in the folder that administrator that only admin roles can have access to it. The figure below 

shows the web config file of administrator. [6] 

 

Figure 17: Administrator Web Config File 
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8.2 Displaying Player Information 

Player information is displayed on a Gridview that fetches the data from the database 

according to the season chosen by the user in the DropDown list control. The figure 

below shows the ,aspx file that is responsible for the virtualization of the gridview 

conatin the player information. 

 

Figure 18: Displaying Player Information 

 As you can see, the player info is displayed in a gridview control that is connected to the 

database. The gridview contains datafields that are bound fields bounded to the database. There 

is also a Image field that displays the pictures of players. It retrieves the link of the image from 

the database and then displays that image in the gridview. The following figure shows how the 

gridview is connected to the database.  
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Figure 19: SQL Connection 

8.3  Add new Signup Sheet: 

Students can SignUp for tryouts. They shall enter their information (StudentName, 

StudentID, Semester, Position, TeamName, Email). The figure below illustrates the .aspx file 

of the signup sheet. 

 

Figure 20: Signup Sheet .aspx File 
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These datafields must be stored in the database. Moreover, the student must enter all the 

required fields and type a valid email address. The figure below shows the .aspx.cs file of the 

signup sheet.  

 

Figure 21: Signup .cs File 

9 Testing: 

Testing is one of the most important parts of the project as it is a way to find software 

bugs and fix them consequently. It is a process of identifying if the software meets the 

business requirements given to me by the athletic director Mr. Adil Kamane. As 

mentioned in the Methodology section, this software was built using the incremental 

model. So, testing was conducted on each subsystem before it was delivered and merged 

with the system. All four phases of the testing process were conducted to each increment: 

Unit testing, integration testing, system testing, and acceptance testing. [7] 
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9.1 Unit Testing 

This phase focuses on testing specific units or components of the software to make sure 

that they behave exactly as expected. The small units that are isolated from the 

implementation can be a procedure, a function, an individual program, and many more. 

In this phase, I used White-Box Testing as it enabled me to design test cases based on 

the internal structure of the implementation. I found some bugs during this phase and 

fixed them. [7] 

9.2 Integration Testing 

After conducting unit testing to individual units of the implementation, I have done the 

integration testing. In this phase, I combined all the unit tests and tested them as groups. 

My goal was to detect if there were any defects in the interface between the functions 

and to see how efficiently the units work when combined to each other. I chose the 

sandwich integration testing that is a combination of top-down approach and bottom-up 

approach. The results showed that some modules didn’t work correctly when combined 

with others. Consequently, I fixed all the problems until the results came out good. [7] 

9.3 System Testing 

In this phase, the system is tested as a whole. The goal of this testing is to see if the 

system compiles without errors delivering all the functional requirements as specified by 

the Mr. Adil Kamne. Moreover, I wanted to check if the system meets the software 

quality requirements. As system testing must be taken by a software developer that was 

not envolved throughout the process, I gave it to my father Taoufiq Elhayboubi who is a 

software engineer to conduct this phase for me. Finally, the results came out good and it 

was time to meet the client (Mr. Adil Kamane). [7] 
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9.4 Acceptance Testing 

Now that all the three phases unit testing, integration testing, and system testing were 

conducted successfully, it was time to meet the Mr. Adil Kamane my client and do the 

acceptance testing. The software was given to him to test it and see if it meets all the 

business requirements. As a result, some slight changes had to be made due to the 

misinterpretation of some functional requirements. Finally, all those changes were made, 

and the system is now ready to be deployed. [7] 

10 Difficulties 

Implementing this project was very difficult. I went through many struggles and 

complexities. The biggest challenge I had was the time constraint. I had roughly three 

months to implement this project along with five courses and many activities as SGA, 

Official Soccer Team Head Coach, Student Athletes Council, etc. Moreover, this project 

has thirty functional requirements and four different logins. Consequently, I went through 

so many struggles to implement this software successfully. Another challenge that I had 

was learning C# language and the ASP.net platform given the small amount of time that I 

had. However, thanks to the various courses in computer science that I took here at AUI, 

I was able to adapt very quickly with the platform and the C# language. This was a good 

opportunity for me to experience the difficulties and challenges of a software engineer 

and the professional scope.  
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11 Conclusions and Future Perspectives 

After a whole semester of continuous hard work and dedication, I finally came up 

with a complete and working AUI Athletic Department Management System. This work 

was successfully completed thanks to the help of my supervisor Dr. Hamid Harroud and 

the involvement of the Student Athletes Council and Mr. Adil Kamne throughout the 

process. Following the incremental methodology and the good planning of the project 

helped me to keep track of my progress and manage the time effectively. Implementing 

this project gave me the opportunity to use my knowledge of computer science and 

software engineering in a real life project and with a concrete client. Now, AUI Athletic 

department has functional and well-structured website in which they can manage all the 

workflow and processes of the department. However, this is not the end. 

The Athletic department still needs a portal for their athletes and coaches in which 

players can interact and coaches can manage their teams. I discussed this with Mr. Adil 

Kamane and it is the next step of my project. Moreover, I will take this project to a larger 

extent. All Moroccan Universities are in need of this management system. As future 

work, I am willing to implement a common interface for all Moroccan universities that 

will keep track of all the players, coaches, games, titles, tournaments, etc. We are in 2018 

and all information must be digitalized. It is time for Moroccan Universities Sport 

Departments to take one step further.  

12 Screenshots of the Results  

In this section, I will illustrate the results of the project in screenshots. To avoid 

repetition, I chose only the most important functionalities.  
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Figure 22: Anonymous User Home Page 

 

Figure 23: Anonymous User View Teams 
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Figure 24: Anonymous User Display Player Info by Season 

 

Figure 25: Display Coach Information by Season 
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Figure 26: Anonymous User Display Game information 

 

Figure 27: Anonymous User Display Titles information 
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Figure 28: Anonymous User Display Game information 

 

Figure 29: Login 
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Figure 30: Admin Home Page After Login 

 

Figure 31: Administrator manage Players 
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Figure 32: Admin Add Player 

 

Figure 33: Administrator Update Player information 
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Figure 34: Student Home Page After Login 

 

Figure 35: Student Tennis Reservation 
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Figure 36: Student Apply for Tryouts 
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